


Emblems of summer on the 
boathouse wall, with Bruny  

Island in the distance. FACING 
PAGE Setting the scene with  

a table, wire baskets, glass 
fishing floats and bottles, all from 

The Drill Hall Emporium in New 
Norfolk. The Tasmanian mainland 

is just visible on the left.
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A fruit pickers’ basket from The Drill Hall 
Emporium sits centre stage in the living 

room. FACING PAGE, CloCKWISE, From 
ToP lEFT The house was built in the 1980s; 
Kate and Cricket the kelpie; a deckchair and 

table from melbourne’s Pomegranate 
create a spot to unwind on the deck. 

IT TAKES AN OVERNIGHT passage on the Spirit of 
Tasmania, a three-hour drive, then a 12-minute boat trip  
for the Melbourne-based Alstergren family to reach their 
island home. Summer House on Satellite Island, southern 
Tasmania, offers a welcome respite from a world that  
won’t slow down — but you have to rush to get there.

Satellite Island, which lies in the D’Entrecasteaux Channel 
between Bruny Island and mainland Tasmania, was named in 
1792 by French explorer Joseph-Antoine Raymond Bruni 
D’Entrecasteaux, who used it as a spot for observing the 
night sky. The Alstergrens also enjoy stargazing, along with 
looking for fossils in the cliff face, lighting fires on the 
pebble beach and walks along the cliff tops. Their 30-hectare 
private island is surrounded by an ancient rock shelf, which 
is home to an abundance of shellfish, including crayfish, 
scallops, abalone and oysters.

More of a summer residence than a holiday shack, 
Satellite Island’s Summer House was built in the 1980s by 
Ian Alstergren, one of the founders of Tasmania’s salmon 
farming industry. While working in the family timber 
business, he bought the island so he could write and paint, 
and also farmed sheep there. Ian’s nephew, Will, and his  
wife, Kate, inherited the island six years ago. 

“When we first arrived I was taken by the rawness and 
wildness of the area,” Kate says. “We look towards Bruny 
Island with its amazing ancient forests that run tumbling 
down into the water. We didn’t want to rush in and 
change things straight away, but with each trip we’ve > 



CloCKWISE, From lEFT Polished timber 
floors and coir mats are part of the simple 
holiday-home atmosphere; Satellite Island covers 
30 hectares and was once used for farming sheep; 
the boat trip from the mainland takes about 
12 minutes; as the sun sets, Finn and Kate go for 
a ride; pebbles carry the family’s names. FACING 
PAGE Behind the early 19th-century farmhouse 
table and the Xavier Pauchard Tolix Chairs hangs  
a heirloom painting that recalls the family’s 
connection with aquaculture.
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CloCKWISE, From ABoVE Enjoying the view 
of the D’Entrecasteaux Channel; a boathouse has 
become a bedroom; fishing nets get regular use; 
Finn contemplates where to set a lobster pot;  
the jetty sign greets arrivals from the mainland.
FACING PAGE, From lEFT At the back door,  
a rustic stool from melbourne’s Turner & lane; 
the simple light from Pomegranate illuminates 
bed linen from melbourne’s Izzi & Popo.
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done more”. Kate says the simple open-plan house has 
a big deck “which we’ve made bigger”. 

“It was a working salmon farm when we got it,” she 
says. “We really wanted to enhance its beauty, give it  
a new life, and turn the house into our family home.  
We polished the floorboards, painted it white and let the 
sun in. It’s a really warm and inviting house: north-facing 
and set high on a cliff looking up the Channel. It has 
stunning views of the Hartz Mountains — in winter  
you can see the snow-capped peaks and in summer  
you’re looking at beautiful sailing boats.” 

The Alstergrens have Norwegian ancestry, so they are 
happy to be inspired by the Scandinavian ‘summer house’ 
style combined with the distinctive Tasmanian way of life. 
When they started coming, Kate says they would arrive to 
find a bag of seafood hanging off the end of the pier — a gift 
from a diver friend. “That was the first time I had scallops,” 
she recalls. Nowadays, with three teenage sons — Rupert,  
19, Ted, 17, and Finn, 14 — they do their own fishing.

Furnishings are simple, clean and relaxed with canvas 
couches, deck chairs and coir rugs: this is beach life  
meets the Tasmanian wilderness. Two boathouses have 
been renovated recently and turned into bedrooms  
where you can sleep with the doors open and hear  
the water lapping at the deck. 

“It’s a strange thing to be on and own an island,” Kate 
muses. “Normally a farm is connected to the land around 
you. But this is quite unique. The great thing is, despite 

being surrounded by all this wilderness, you are only five 
minutes away from Bruny Island. You have the comfort of 
that. It’s very solid.”

Yet although inhabited land is comfortingly close, the 
watery gap is sufficient to bestow benefits. “The boat trip 
to the island is almost like a wind-down, as you leave the 
chaos,” Kate says. “That’s one of the things we’ve loved 
each year with life being really busy. 

“It’s become a haven. We need to have five days a week, 
or even two, when we all come down here. It has a way 
of centring and reconnecting the family.”

But modern life has a way of impinging, even on 
remote islands. “We didn’t used to get telephone coverage 
down there and I loved that,” Kate says. “But one day my 
phone rang and I realised they had put a tower on Bruny. 
So, no more excuses for not returning phone calls!”

When the Alstergrens aren’t at home, the Summer  
House operates as guest accommodation. You, too, can sit 
overlooking Sunset Bay on Satellite Island, watching the 
sun dip behind the mountains on the mainland, and  
waiting for the night sky to appear, just as the French 
explorers did more than two centuries ago. 

“I get so much joy from the people who stay here,”  
Kate says. “They’re usually the sort who have the  
same appreciation for isolation as us. You can have  
one day and night here, and feel like you’ve been  
away for two weeks.” *
For more information, visit www.satelliteisland.com.au
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